
Glossa.ry 

average <a v(a-)rij): The usual kind or amount. 
The number obtained by dividing the sum of two 
or more quantities by the number of quantities 
added. 

carbon dioxide (kar-bgn di ak sid): A gas made 
up of carbon and oxygen with no color or smell. 

conserve (bn sarv): To avoid wasteful or 
destructive use of something. 

defecate (de fi kat>: To have a bowel movement. 

dispersal (di spgr sgl): The scattering or 
spreading in all directions. 

elevation (e lg va shgn): The height above sea 
level. 

emitted (emit gd ): To throw out or eject. 

fossil fuel (fa sgl fyu(-g)l): Fuel, such as coal, 
petroleum, or natural gas, formed from the 
fossilized remains of plants and animals. 

germinate (jar mg nat>: To start growing or 
developing. 

habitat (ha bg tat): Environment where a plant or 
animal naturally grows and lives. 

invasive <in va siv>: Tending to spread. 

species (spe shez): Groups of organisms that 
resemble one another in appearance, behavior, 
chemical processes, and genetic structure. 

system (sis tgm): An ordered gathering of facts 
or processes to form a whole. 

topography (tg pa grg re>: Detailed, precise 
description of a place or region. Physical features 
that make up the topography of an area include 
mountains, valleys, plains, and bodies of water. 

Accented syllables are in bold. Marks are from 
the Merriam-Webster Pronunciation Guide. 
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Tim.e Needed .. 
2 class periods 

Ma.teria.ls needed -,,er 
student grov.-,,: 

• Tree identification books (and/
or Internet access) and other
resources about trees.

• Two blank maps of the United States.
• Two pieces of blank white

8.5" X 11" paper.
• Markers.

The question you will answer in this 
FACTivity is: What is the geographic 
distribution of a particular tree species? 

Process for ea.en 
student grov.-,,: 

First class period: 

Choose a tree species that you would like 
to study that lives in the United States. Use 
a tree identification book, the Internet, or 
the library. 

Research information about this tree 
species. Find the following information 
about the tree: 

Where is the tree species' habitat? When 
you find out about the areas in which it 
lives, mark those areas on one of the blank 
maps provided. Label this map "Current 
Geographic Distribution of [tree species]." 

• What is the climate of the current
habitat for the tree species?

• What is the average size of a tree of
that species?

• What does the tree look like?
• What is the expected life span of

the tree species?
• Do any invasive plants or insects threaten

the tree species?








